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Summary

Hoop juggling, an almost forgotten form of juggling is on it's way to make a comeback. Starting 

back in the late 19th century in Ohio, it's popularity grew fast and involved many jugglers! 

Yet the only old-school hoop juggler name known by jugglers nowadays is Bob Bramson, who is 

one of the very few performers that continued hoop rolling until the late 20th century.

Nowadays a new group of hoop jugglers is coming from Kiev. With modern plastic props, they 

ready to take on the performing industry! 
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Introduction

Before the invention of juggling rings there were already juggling hoops. As I tried to learn some 

spinning tricks myself I discovered the many tricks that can be done with hoops, and got an interest 

in hoop jugglers of the past. 

Hoop juggling, in particular hoop rolling was a commonly performed act in the early 20th century, 

yet almost forgotten now.

What has happened in hoop juggling history from its invention until today?

The definition of hoop juggling

Hoop manipulation comes in many forms and shapes. In this research I have focussed on 

professional performers who manipulates hoops primarily in the following ways:

Floor rolling: Rolling hoops over the floor, often with the hoop spinning to manipulate its path.

Body rolling: Rolling hoops over body parts such as arms or backs.

Spinning: Whirling hoops around the limbs of the performer.

Tossing: Juggling hoops one by one.

Spinning and tossing tricks are also often performed with juggling rings. Rings are usually cut out 

of sheet material, while hoops are more commonly made by bending some kind of rod and 

connecting the ends to form a round shape. Though there is no perfect distinction, hoops are 

typically between 50 to 100 cm in diameter, while rings are typically between 25 to 40 cm in 

diameter. As described by Bob Bramson: “Hoops are a completely different object to deal with. 

They are much wider than rings, and weigh considerably more. Juggling hoops demands a very 

different coordination and body control.”1

This research focuses on hoops rather than rings.

Also, a lot of performers specialize in whirling hoops around their waists, better known as hula-

hoop. I consider this a different performance category, as hula hoop performers generally don't 

perform rolling, spinning or tossing tricks.

This research focuses on hoop juggling rather than other applications of hoops.



Hoop jugglers of the past

Pre- hoop juggling history

Hoop games have been around primarily as a toy for a very long time in many parts of the world. 

For example there are multiple Greek depictions on vases of boys rolling with hoops, dating around 

500 BC. In the west, it was still very popular in the 19th century for kids to roll hoops over the 

streets, driving them forward with a stick.1

The first performers known to have been spinning rings around their limbs date back to 1528, when 

Hindustani jugglers whirled 7 rings around different body parts, witnessed by the Emperor of 

Hindustan.2

The invention of hoop juggling

In the late 19th century, a time when there were many vaudeville performers in the USA, there was 

an everlasting need for new innovation of jugglers. It was at this same time that hoops were the very 

most popular toys for both boys and girls.1

It is then not surprising that jugglers started to experiment with these tools. In Columbus, Ohio, 

both William Everhart(1868 – 1948)2,3 and Ollie Young (1874/1875 – July 25th/26th 1946)4,5 

performed with hoops and claim to have originated the act.6

Possibly because of the grand success of William Everhart he has been credited for inventing the 

act. According to his autobiography he performed for about 6 royal families and hundreds of other 

special guests in Europe and the USA.7

Picture from Everhart's autobiography with the caption:”ON BROADWAY.”



Hoop jugglers in the very beginning often used wooden bicycle rims rather than barrel hoops for 

their acts, and later switched to ones made specially for juggling made out of hickory wood.8,9 Some 

have even been sold as 'Everhart hoops' by at least one juggling prop manufacturer.10

About 120 miles away from Columbus lies the small town of Ashland, Kentucky. In 1890 it has a 

population of about 400011  which makes it surprising that many juggling troupes originated here, 

such as the seven membered Nichols-Nelson troupe, the four Konerz brothers, and the five 

Belmonts.10  All of these troupes performed with hoop juggling and diabolo.12,13,14  It is only logical 

to assume that these troupes had one common source of inspiration and worked together to learn 

their skills. Amateur juggler Thomas Nichols (born around 1869-1871) possibly first saw jugglers 

on showboats that cruised the Ohio river.14 He then taught the rest of the Nichols-Nelson troupe.

In this short time frame from around 1890 – 1900 hoop juggling was discovered. From Columbus 

and Ashland it would quickly start to conquer all of the western world...

Hoop juggling in Europe

Paul Renner (1884 – 1953)1,2 was juggling 

American style clubs in Berlin, Germany together 

with a partner as “The Cronays”. This suggests 

that he had a source of American inspiration, 

possibly the same source that made him discover 

hoops. In 1904 he left The Cronays and, with an 

assistant, created “The Bramsons”. According to 

his son Bob Renner, better known as Bob 

Bramson they were the first European hoop 

rollers and jugglers.3

In 1904 Paul Renner also build the very first 

illuminated hoops3, which he called “electrical 

hoops”. They were patented both in Germany4 

and the USA5.

It is not surprising that also in Germany hoop 

rolling became a success. As William Everhart 

noted in his autobiography: 

“In Germany particularly the young boys and 

girls amuse themselves with hoop rolling more 

than the children in America; the children of the  

wealthy as well as those of the less fortunate can 

be seen with a stick and a hoop, hopping,  

skipping and running through the public parks 

and play grounds. Perhaps this was an element in 

the instantaneous success of the American 

"hooplicator"...”43



Hoops in the middle of the 20th century

The decline of hoop juggling

Because of the many pictures of hoop jugglers around the turn of the century in juggling books we 

know that the amount of hoop jugglers grew very very fast in the beginning. But as with all great 

things, there had to be an end. It is hard to give a specific date to the decline but at least in 1987 an 

editor of Juggler World mentioned hoop juggling as something “historical” and “out of fashion”.1

It is not hard to speculate about the many reasons that may have caused this decline.

Hoop rollers need large stages with smooth floors. Therefor hoop rollers perform in vaudeville 

theaters rather than in circuses. Around 1930 vaudeville quickly gets replaced by cinema, an event 

often named “the death of vaudeville”. At the same time, the flat juggling ring was appears on 

pictures of jugglers around 1930. They are easier for toss juggling than hoops, while looking quite 

similar except for size. The transition to circuses and other venues was likely easier for the toss 

jugglers who played with rings than those who were rolling hoops over the floor.

Bicycle rims used to be made out of wood, so anyone could easily get hold of durable hoops 

suitable for juggling. They remained in service for racing bikes until around the 1950s, even though 

metal rims were available as early at least as the 1870s. As it gets harder over time to get hold of a 

certain prop, it gets more attractive to try out others.2

In the 1958 the American company Wham-O started producing and selling hula-hoops, which 

resulted in a huge American fad, referred to as the 'hoop craze'. From on this moment hoops would 

definitely not be associated any more with rolling or juggling, but with whirling instead. This did of 

course spawn off a new circus discipline, that of hula hoop.

Bob Bramson

Though most hoop jugglers disappeared, some new ones still stood up. Among them we know 

Carter Brown, and Bob Bramson (1933 – present)1. Both of them performed tricks involving floor 

rolling, bouncing, toss juggling and spinning multiple hoops around multiple limbs.2

Particularly Bob Bramson got very well known with this, possibly in part because of his 63(!) TV 

appearances.3 Some of those recordings are easily accessible on the internet. 

Bob Bramson  is a third generation performer. His father, Paul Renner recommended him not to 

work with hoops, “because the large space required made the staging more difficult”.4 Of course we 

know that Bob did not follow his advice. From Paul he did learn everything that he was later to 

apply to his technical juggling skill.5 After performing with his parents, Bob has at least performed 

51 years solo, from 1943 until 1994.6

Bob Bramson is a very skilled juggler as well as a very charming performer. His act combines all 

the best elements from his predecessors, but does not include very new or innovative tricks. 

For modern jugglers, Bramson is synonymous with hoop rolling and juggling7. Rolling a hoop over 

your back is sometimes referred to as Bramson rolls8, even though the trick was already performed 

by William Everhart before Bramson was even born.9

Exception

The only names of which it is suggested to have juggled hoops at all in the second half of the 20th 

century are Paul Bachman, Carter Brown, Bob Bramson, Kit Summers and Larry Weeks.1 However, 

evidence is scarce, hardly any pictures and no videos are easily available except of course from 

Bramson. One would assume that the more recent the juggler performed, the more media is 

available about them! Lack of this suggests that they were not so famous or successful with their 



hoop acts. Paul Bachman, Kit Summers and Larry Weeks are known to have performed other 

juggling acts, which have gotten more recognition.

There is one exception, Vladimir Tsarkov (1963 – present) from Russia.2 His props are somewhat 

between rings and hoops, especially compared to the small rings that were common at the time. 

Tsarkov's act resembles not much of that of the previous hoop jugglers, there is no spinning or 

rolling involved, only tossing and a tiny bit of floor bouncing.3 However, it is an important link to 

the hoop juggling of the present! With his act he won a gold medal at Cirque de Demain in 1986.4 

Present

In the present day hoops seem to become a hot item again in the juggling scene. There are a couple 

of reasons for this:

Passing

Hoops appear from time to time in passing acts. I witnessed an act in the show EXXTREM from 

Flic Flac in Berlin in 2013, in which 2 jugglers passed hoops from moving platforms.1 Also the 

Teslenko Troupe has been passing with hoops, appearing at Monte Carlo in 20002 and still 

performing today with companies such as Cirque de Soleil3

The large hoops look impressive and are relatively easy to throw and catch over long distance, 

making them suitable for this kind of act.

Team Ukraine

At the Kiev circus school, many girls have taken up hoop juggling. Trainer Yuriy Podsnyakov tells 

me in an interview: (translated from Russian) “I would like in their classes with hoops, show that 

the large hoops, not only can roll or rotate them myself, but you can, with proper technique to 

juggle lots.” 5

The students from Podsnyakov perform a variety of hoop skills. For example Iryna Pitsur uses 

mostly hula-hooping skill, with a bit of juggling.1 Alexandra Savina focuses on floor rolling.2 

Antonina Zagorenko and Iana Drachuk pass hoops together, and Aleksandra Soboleva focuses on 

solo toss juggling.

Podsnyakov explains: (translated) “Modern plastic hoops allow you to do, and I managed to create a 

new technique of juggling large hoops, which are now very popular. Large hoops look very 

impressive on stage and arena!” .. “ No, I have not experimented with wooden hoops, juggle them 

hard! But plastic hoop and you can ride (with a slight improvement) and to apply the contact 

elements and the classic juggling, more opportunities for creativity! Students who come to me, as a 

rule possess only primary skills in juggling, or by rotating hoops. During training, I pick up or 

invent elements individually for each student.”5

Not only in Kiev did the trend of girls tossing hoops at high technical level catch on, also in Russia 

the famous juggler Sergei Ignatov has started to train a young girl, the 16 years old Divan 

Stepanich. She flashes 9 small hoops with ease during a demonstration.6

Alex Traici

Last but not least there is Alessandro Traisci from Italy.1 He is the only performer known to still do 

a traditional style hoop act. Floor rolling, body rolling, toss juggling, much like Bob Bramson did 

his act but at a lower technical level. 2 

Traisci started practicing in 2009 and based his material on a television show from Bramson which 

he had seen in the 80's. Traisci is in good contact with Bramson and claims that Bramson is happy 

to see this tribute to his work.3



Conclusions

Hoop juggling might have been forgotten for a while, it is ready to make its comeback. With such a 

rich history to take from for new artists, hoop juggling might even return to its former glory.

Further research

As with most jugglers of the past, there has been little information collected about the lives and 

performances of hoop jugglers.

I hope that in the future particularly the following people/groups will be researched:

• The Kratons

unusual storytelling hoop act troupe from colored Americans around 1900-1910

• Ollie Young

One of the inventors of hoop juggling from Columbus Ohio.

To help any possible future research, here are some other names of hoop jugglers that have not been 

mentioned in this paper:

Nessen, Hunter and Nessen, The Shattucks, Walker and Sturm, Louis Chatram, Arthur Ward, Leon 

Rabello, Bill Aldrich, Raymond Wilbert, Muller, Chun and Muller, Francis Wood, The Alpha 

Troupe, Wilfred Mae Trio, Knetzger, Frank Gregory, Paul Bachman, Carter Brown, Larry Weeks, 

Kit summers

Hoops juggling flows over freely into other related disciplines. I hope there will be more historical 

research published about:

Native American hoop dancing

Ring juggling

Hoop whirling performing (Hula-hooping)
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